
BRAND YOUR BUSINESS WITH US
To Your Target Audience

 P R O M O T E  Y O U R  P R O D U C T S  A N D / O R  S E R V I C E S

 
Carolina Bodybuilding LLC



We are a tight community sharing information on nutrition, exercise, supplements,
bodybuilding, and powerlifting shows, and many other aspects of the fitness field. 

We highlight gyms, trainers, and athletes who have made a change in their
appearance, for the better. We are an online tool to share tips and experiences on
different fitness levels. We believe in highlighting accomplishments, no matter the size,
and gathering knowledge from experts to help bodybuilders, powerlifters, and people
who want to live a healthy lifestyle to have a platform.

Carolina Bodybuilding Online Magazine is informational where the community can read
the latest on upcoming shows, get to know the athletes, where to find the top gyms
for bodybuilders, and powerlifters, who the top trainers are, and more.

VISION
We envision a world where exercise is fun, accessible, and seamlessly integrated
into daily life, contributing to a healthier society.

Carolina Bodybuilding, LLC has been 
 in business for over 7 years. CBB
Online Magazine is an informative,
relevant magazine for people in the
Bodybuilding/Powerlifting, Health &
Fitness industry. 

BUSINESS SCOPE

 
Ph- (877) 700-3423



*Create a professional and relational relationship with our advertisers.

*Increase traffic and/or sales for you.

*Build your brand, generate awareness for your business using strategies
and campaigns with the goal of creating a unique and lasting image in the
marketplace. Positive image + standing out = BRAND success. 

*Our team comes with over 20 years of experience in marketing. We create
eye-catching ads, strategically placed, for the best conversion and for
effective marketing to help our clients broaden their business. 

*To receive a free digital copy in the hands of every bodybuilder,
powerlifter, and fitness individual, you may download or print for a small
fee. 

MISSION
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Studies have shown...

* The most coveted positions in a magazine are the back cover, two
inside covers, and opposite the Table of Contents because these are
the first and last impressions a magazine reader will have.

*When an ad is placed on any of these pages, there is a greater chance
for more exposure.

*When a magazine is placed on a table, there's more than a 50% chance
it will end up with the back cover visible.

*Inside covers carry weight since it's the first and last page a reader
sees.

*When two pages of a magazine are open, the eye usually ends up
towards the bottom-right side of the page before it's turned. 

*Every time a reader reads an advertisement, it makes an impression
so your choice of position in a magazine is important. One way to
increase your chances of making an impression is to purchase a full-
page ad. 

JUST THE FACTS:
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Exclusive Bundle Pack
Exclusive to your company!  Other companies with products or services similar to yours will not be allowed 
to occupy in the same space in proximity to your ads.    

MAGAZINE PRICE INDEX

Ala Carte:

1/4 Page: $175.00 (strategically placed)
1/2 Page: $250.00 (strategically placed) 
Hot - Table of Contents Ads: $250 each
Full Page: $500.00
Adjacent Table of Contents: $600
Inside Front Cover: $500  
Inside Back Cover: $500
2-Page: $1,000

 

 
Ph- (877) 700-3423

Front Cover Logo/ad: $400
Adjacent Inside Front Cover: $500 
2 - Full Pages: $1,000
Adjacent Table of Contents: $600
1 (1/2) Page: $250.00
10-Products in our Ecommerce Store: $500
3 (1/4) Pages: $525.00 (strategically placed)

Bundle Total: $3775.00

 6 Months-10% Off     12 Months-15% Off
*Includes 1-year subscription to the Magazine
*After the first publication, prices are subject to change.

Bundle #1
Pick 3

20% off10% off 15% off
Bundle #2

Pick 5
Bundle #3

Pick 7

*Sign up for any Bundle for 6 months or more and get a 1-year Subscription of the Magazine.

Sign Up Below
click on button



C A R O L I N A  B O D Y B U I L D I N G  L L C

Our website receives approximately 10,000 views daily and has
approximately100,000 emails on file. Our plans are to introduce and
grow our brand list 25% over the next few months, and the emails up
to 30+%.  Our staff has over 20 years of experience in the marketing
industry to get our clients in front of their target audience. 

~"If you're not taking care of your customer, your competitor will."~

Our Future Plans

Carolina Bodybuilding, LLC
Info@CarolinaBodybuilding.com

Ph- (877) 700-3423

To see the front cover of our Magzines  @ CarolinaBodybuilding.com


